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Learn / Retain           5.5 Tyrone runs sharp routes, catches ball with his hands very well and uses hands well to fight off jam. 

He has good instincts to get oven vs. zone and running the ball after the catch. His high level of 

concentration helps him play aggressively on every snap to make catches that are off target passes.

Consistency                6.0

Team Player              6.0

Pride / Quit                6.0

Tyrone is a tough WR who isn't afraid to make catches in traffic. Even though he is not a big time 

speed guy who can run away and score long TD's consistently, he has shown consistent ability to 

make big catches on the most important situations of the game. His overall production was very 

consistent on every snap, he is a receiver that runs good routes and catches nearly every ball thrown 

his way. Additionally he fights for every ball thrown his way which at any level makes him a solid 

read for a QB. 

MENTAL ALERTNESS SECTION GRADE:

Production                 6.0

COMPETITIVENESS SECTION GRADE:

Toughness                  5.5

Clutch Play                6.0

Tyrone has good athletic ability which has enabled to be highly productive small school receiver. He 

has quick feet to get off the ball fast and gives him a quick first step after the catch. His quick feet 

and athleticism help him run good routes and gives him quick burst in and out of cuts He has good 

balance which combines surprising strength to let him keep his feet vs. hits and gain yd.'s after the 

catch. His coordination, body control and hands help him adjust to off target passes to make catches 

look routine also making him a serious threat near the goal line.
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Curry                               Tyrone                                           Doane College               WR

Last Name                        First Name                                         College                  Position                    Final Grade     5.46

Height          6'0                Weight                       180                               40 speed                                      Test Score

ATHLETIC ABILITY SECTION GRADE:

QAB                           5.5 

Quick Feet                 5.5

C.O.D.                        5.5     

Flexibility                  5.5

Coordination             5.5
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GDE Category Comments Description Combine

5.5 HANDS

Has strong hands and can 

make tough catches look 

routine.

225 REPS                       

5.5

INITIAL 

QUICKS

Gets off ball and into routes 

quickly. 

VERTICAL JUMP       

5.5

CLEAN 

RELEASE

When going against air, he 

gets off the LOS quickly 

and into route fast.

BROAD JUMP              

5.0

RELEASE 

VS JAM

His frame is a concern 

against the jam in the NFL, 

but in college gets off well.

20 SHUTTLE                

5.5

PATTERNS Runs good clean routes and 

creates separation to make 

plays.

60 SHUTTLE          

5.5

ADJ. TO 

BALL

Hands, body control and 

coordination help him make 

tough catches routine.

3 CONE                          

Games Viewed

Body Type                 5.0 Tyrone is 6'0 185 which is average size for a WR. Despite being thin, he plays stronger than his size, 

He consistently has shown an ability to fight thru aggressive jams, can push off to get separation in 

routes and can keep  his feet vs. hard hits to consistently gain yds. after the catch.
Durability                 5.5

Explosion                  5.5 

Play Strength            6.0

Inst/Reaction             6.0

Concentration           6.0

Tyrone runs sharp routes, catches ball with his hands very well and uses hands well to fight off jam. 

He has good instincts to get oven vs. zone and running the ball after the catch. His high level of 

concentration helps him play aggressively on every snap to make catches that are off target passes.

STRENGTH / 

EXPLOSION

SECTION GRADE:



5.5

      R.A.C. His ability to create space 

out of route allows him to 

get yards after the catch.

5.0
DEEP 

THREAT

Has the tools to go deep at 

the college level.

5.5

HAND / EYE 

COOR.

His coordination combines 

with hands allow him to 

adjust well to the ball and 

makes him a end zone 

threat.

5.0

BLOCKING Gives good effort, but lack 

of bulk will hinder him at 

next level.

5.5

ERRORS Not a fumbler and no 

mental errors.

STRONG POINTS WEAKNESSES

Tyrone has a lot of natural talent can make him a solid 

receiver at the next level. Hands, route running , body 

control and concentration level. He has the ability to run 

routes in traffic, deep and is a End zone threat.

Tyrone is coming fro a small school so the speed adjustment to the next 

level is a big concern. His lack of bulk to handle the jam at the next level 

will be a concern. 

SUMMARY

Tyrone is a solid reciever that given the oppurtunity will have to prove that he isn't a possesion reciver and can be a playmaker. 

Tyrone has all the tools to be one of the reliable recivers helping a offense down the field and making plays inside the red zone. The 

one of many things that stand out is he is a student of the game which will help him adjust to the next level. Also his ability and 

awareness makes him a reliable reciver to young QB's as a solid read inside or out. We are in the process of getting Tyrone a Pro 

day so his abilities can be showcased for the next level. In my opinion Tyrone will be a sucessful Reciever at the next level.

CRITICAL FACTORS

SIZE                  5.0                   INITIAL QUICKS              5.5

PLAY STR        6.0               COMPETES                         6.0

PLAY SPEED      5.5             INSTINCTS                       5.5
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